
Sports Radar displays are a valuable complement 
to our radar guns for continuous unattended 
operation, solo practice, and competitions. 
Displays allow the MPH or Km/H speed to be 
viewed from a distance so they are perfect for fast 
pitch competitions, tennis courts, auto races, and 
other multiple viewer events.

Sports Radar displays feature large bright digits 
using either LCD or bright LED technology. All 
displays can be powered by either batteries or an 
optional AC adapter. Optional stands and wall-
mount brackets are available.
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Sports Radar Offers a Full 
Line of Displays Compatible 
with Our Radar Guns

DL431G Green
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DS400BL
The DS400BL is a backlight LCD 
speed display with three 4" tall 
digits. This display is typically 
visible up to 200 feet away. The 
low power requirements make the 
DS400BL a great choice where 
battery operation is required.   
Switch on the backlight for great 
visibility, even at night.

DL431
The DL431 is a high bright LED 
speed display with three 4" tall 
digits. This display is best suited 
for indoor or shaded areas and is 
visible up to 200 feet away. The 
wide viewing angle of this display 
allows great view coverage for 
fans and participants to see real-
time speeds.

DL834
The DL834 is an ultra bright LED 
display with three 8" tall digits. 
This display works very well 
indoors or outdoors. With an 
extremely wide viewing angle, it 
can be seen up to 350 feet away. 
The DL834 has 4 multi-ports
which allows for up to four 
radar guns to be used 
simultaneously. That way two guns 
at each end of a court or rink 
can accurately display speeds
at a central location. 
The DL834 includes an AC adapter.

DL431 is 
available in 

yellow, red, or 
green.

All Displays Feature:
 Optional AC adapter

 (included with DL834)
 Tripod Mount

1 Year Limited Warranty

MADE IN THE USA


